X-Ray Optics
Chandra observatory -~ same collecting area as UHURU 5 orders of mag more sensitivity ---1,000 sources / sq degree in deep fieldsApproaches: Chandra
• Fabricated using thick ceramic, which is meticulously polished and figured, one shell at a time.
• Obtain superb angular resolution ------0.5 arcsecond HPD
• But very costly to fabricate ($500M) and very heavy (1000 kg)
• BUT …. How do we follow on from Chandra … need 10-100 x area and similar or better resolution ? -Large x-ray telescopes require different activeoptics technologies.
> Reaction structures for surface-normal actuation are too massive and bulky.
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Challenges for active optic implementation
• Required mirror surface area is a couple orders of magnitude larger than the aperture area.
-At grazing angle α, mirror surface area A surf ≈ (2/α)A ap .
-E.g., for SMART-X A ap ≈ 2.4 m 2 ⇒ A surf ≈ 500 m 2 .
• Launch considerations limit mass and volume.
-Mass constraints ⇒ very lightweight mirrors.
-Volume constraints ⇒ many hundreds of highly nested (few mm), thin mirrors (0.4 mm).
• These constraints preclude use of surface-normal actuation and reaction structures to correct figure.
-Mirror alignment would probably use this technology.
- Figure correction calls for surface-tangential actuation: e.g., piezoelectric/mirror bimorphs.
Challenges for Active Optic Implementation
• Other issues:
-Very large number of actuators to fit in and control (10 6 ) > Correction strategy to converge -Thermal effects -Voltage stability -Radiation damage sensitivity
Some current (US) activities shown in next slides
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Flat test mirror -100 mm diameter 0.4 mm Corning Eagle glass with 1.6 µm PZT and 1 cm 2 electrodes Also shows pattern of strain gauges (lower right) deposited on PZT.
• Thin (~ 1.5 µm) piezoelectric film deposited on mirror back surface.
• Electrode pattern deposited on top of piezo layer.
• Energizing piezo cell with a voltage across the thickness produces a strain in piezo parallel to the mirror surface (in two orthogonal directions)
• Strain produces bending in mirror -No reaction structure needed
• Optimize the voltages for each piezo cell to minimize the figure error in the mirror.
Major accomplishment:
•Deposition of piezos on glass (Penn State Materials Lab).
•First time PZT deposited on glass for such large areas. Proof of concept on few-cm-scale medical imaging optics
